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HOW EARTHQUAKES WORK 

So many scientists believe that earthquakes are caused by movement of 

Techtronic plates and acceleration of the earth but while doing spiritual 

research, I have evaluated a phenomenon that holds the key to earthquakes 

such as the ones happening in Japan, China, America and elsewhere. 

The secret to earthquakes is to spoil in order to clean, remove and put in place. 

The energy of the earthquakes comes as force from space and when it reaches 

earth’s atmosphere it turns into powerful currents.  

 The stars are used for pinpointing the target.  

 The moon has vaporized gas which has got magnetism. This vaporized 

gas marks the target destination that has been aligned by the star.  

 A very powerful force is released from the sun following the magnetism 

that has aligned the route towards the target destination. 

Depending on the orders the earthquake effect creates tornados, rain, electrical 

currents, fires, blizzards, diseases, wars, upheaval, at times repentance, 

dejection. Nobody knows the outcome but the consequent results are visible. 

And nobody has got control over it. 

When the electrical force descends, it is full of heat and magnetic currents and 

depending on what shield it has come in contact with, it may break the earth to 

create a gorge or act otherwise. Our people call this energy Kiwanuka. Its 

ferocity and currents circulate to find an escape route by twisting and turning. 

This creates a horizontal valley through which this force moves until it comes 

in contact with another spoiler zone to produce other effects. 
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On earth, for every given distances there is a spoiler zone that is responsible for 

a big part weather system on the planet. Each spoiler zones has got electrical 

fields which are averagely as high as the distance to the clouds from earth’s 

surface. The electrical fields or shields can be compared to boat sails. Each 

spoiler zone has got nine electrical shields all rotating on one pivot. Each sail 

or field has got a rivet attaching each to the pivot. However three propeller 

shields (No.7) share one rivet which attaches them to the pivot to make seven 

rivets though the electrical shields are nine. 

 

 

1. The Banana Shield projects the energy into the earth and breaks the crust 

to create a rift valley. This shield is responsible for moving the Techtronic 

plates. It is argued that this action is meant to contain or reduce the 

intensity while on the other hand to can be perceived as ferocious or 

hazardous. 
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2. The Projector Shield captures this energy and projects it back up in space to 

create circular currents such as Tornados. Its intensity varies from blowing 

the roofs off to carrying sizeable items such as trucks for a considerable 

distance. In fact that is where the saying, “It raining cats and dogs” came 

from! 

3. Condenser Shield absorbs all this energy to the extent that there is minimal 

effect in order to protect people and other living creatures. What is 

surprising is that, at the time of energy descend; some shields are active 

while others are dormant.  

4. The Blizzard Shield absorbs this energy and sends out a cooling effect 

depending on the strength of the energy. It could vary from light cold storms 

to really intense blizzards. It explains why some places are really cold year 

on year.  

5. Direction Shield captures the energy before or after impact and directs it to 

destination depending on the orders where it is wanted or needed. 

6. Emperor Shield captures this energy and blows out heat or fire. This may 

provide explanation to the El-Niño effect that is melting ice in the North Pole 

as opposed to solely compartmentalizing it environment degradation. 

7. The Propeller Shield projects it to reduce or increase its intensity to produce 

other effects. 

The Spoiler Zones;  

 Play a big part in influencing the weather patterns on earth. 

 They keep the earth in motion or work as charging system as result of 

the force coming into contact with the spoiler zones. 

 They can work singularly or as combination. 

 It is yet to be confirmed but they seem to be spread out 1,000 miles from 

each other. 

These are some of spoiler zones according this research; Walusi, Nevada and 

Mt Sinai. Our people call Earthquakes, Musisi and below is what they see 

when it is about to strike. 
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